Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION
Power conservation in battery-operated mobile terminals is a major consideration. It is obvious that the terminals can operate for a longer time on battery power if power consumption is reduced [1] . One approach to reduce the power consumption of mobile terminals is to place them into a state of low power consumption when the terminals are not communicating via radio channels. CDPD, which is a wireless packet data service offered in addition to the existing cellular voice systems [2] [3] , provides a sleep mode operation for power conservation in mobile end systems (M-ESs). The sleep mode operation conserves power by allowing an M-ES to power down its receive unit for a predefined period instead of continually listening to radio channel and to periodically wake up to check if downlink data are pending. This inactivity or sleep period can help M-ESs to significantly extend battery life but may cause a degradation in quality of service. Increasing the sleep period may result in a long waiting time for downlink data and data loss due to buffer overflow.
A performance study of the operation of sleep mode for CDPD is required to provide CDPD service to users with an acceptable quality of service. Performance of CDPD sleep mode has been studied by simulation in [4] . Herein, we analytically evaluate sleep mode performance using a queueing model. The steady state probabilities of the queueing system are derived, then the frame loss probability, the expected queue waiting time, and the percentage of time in the sleep period are determined. The performance of sleep mode is analyzed using numerical examples. II. MODELING OF SLEEP MODE OPERATION Fig. 1 illustrates sleep mode operation in CDPD [5] . Both the M-ES and CDPD network use an inactivity timer ! © " © #
to determine the start of the sleep period. The CDPD system uses a mechanism that periodically awakens sleeping M-ESs and enables the M-ESs to identify whether there are pending frames for the M-ES. This is accomplished through periodic broadcast of TEI (temporary equipment identifier) notification frames. For detailed operation of the sleep mode, see [5] .
For the theoretical analysis of the sleep mode operation we use assumptions as in [4] . We assume that every forward frame yields a reverse frame that triggers the ! © " © # timer. The Sleep mode can be analyzed using an
queueing system with an attention span and multiple vacations with an exceptional first vacation. The exceptional first vacation means that the probability density function of the first vacation is different from the functions of the second and subsequent vacations. If a packet arrives at the queueing system, the packet is segmented into multiple frames. The frames enter the queueing system and the server of the queueing system transmits the frames. When the queueing system becomes empty, the system server waits for data frames for the attention span of length 9 G 4 7 6 H I 2 " © F value), and continues until it finds one or more frames.
To investigate the queueing system, we use a supplementary variable technique. The remaining vacation time, the remaining service time, and the remaining waiting time are used as supplementary variables in order to develop the steady state probability distribution of frames in the queueing system. From the queueing model we can obtain the frame loss probability, the percentage of time in the sleep period, and the expected queue waiting time for frame transmission. Lee et al. [6] developed the system size distribution, the queue waiting time distribution, and the optimum stationary operating policy of an infinite
queueing system with N-policy and multiple vacations.
Let P be the frame-level service time. We introduce the following notations and probabilities: 
, which can be determined using a normalization condition:
Given the values of Step , and the TEI notification timer ! © " © F on the frame loss probability, the expected frame waiting time, and the percentage of time in the sleep period. Fig. 2 shows the performance of sleep mode for the three different system capacities where I 2 " B # ¹ 6 º # © "
[ sec] and ! © " 2 F » 6 º ¼ B "
[ sec]. Fig. 2(a) shows that the percentage of time in the sleep period rapidly decreases as Q increases and is independent of the system capacity 1 . Fig. 2(b) 
